
BECCA STEINBRECHER
SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Boulder, CO

(858) 431-6492

beccasteinbrecher@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/becca-steinbrecher

github.com/b-stein

CONTACT

DEV: JavaScript, React/Hooks, TypeScript,
Redux, Router,  Vue.js, Express.js, GraphQL,

HTM5, SCSS/SASS/CSS

TDD: Jest, React Testing Lib, Mocha, Chai

WORKFLOW: Git, NPM
UI/UX: Accessibility (WAI-ARIA), Wireframing

SKILLS

TURING SCHOOL OF SOFTWARE & DESIGN
02/2020 - 09/2020

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO      
 & FRONT RANGE CC
01/2018 - 12/2019

- (30 credit hours completed in Masters of

Occupational Therapy prerequisite coursework)

- 92nd percentile GRE scores

- 3.8 GPA

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Child Psychology

08/2011 - 12/2015
- Provost merit based scholarship recipient

EDUCATION

Lono (Group Project)                                  |            GitHub Repo     |      Live Site

Fresh Tomatoes (Paired Project)          |            GitHub Repo     |     Live SiteWith a background in the non-profit and

healthcare sectors, I carry the drive to leave a

positive impact and clear team

communications into Tech. I ship quality,

polished code that is delivered on sleek,

intuitive user interfaces. I'm looking to join an

innovative, synergetic team.

A React/Hooks/TypeScript/PWA birth control application. An app that tracks

temperature and ovulation cycle as a means of natural birth control.

A React/Router/Node/Express stack application, giving a platform to rate and

comment on movies.

SUMMARY PROJECTS

EXPERIENCE

LEAVE NO TRACE - CENTER FOR OUTDOOR ETHICS
Store Manager     |     01/2017 - 12/2017

Managed financial tracking, inventory coordination and social media

marketing for the organization's online store.

Responded to customer issues and resolved complaints by leveraging

expert outdoor industry knowledge.

Completed up to 400 sales and shipments alone every week.

OUTDOOR OUTREACH
Senior Field Instructor & Admin Assistant     |     05/2015 - 12/2016

Provided logistical support for programs and events (trip reservations,

agenda preparation and volunteer calendar coordination).

Database entry for end of year reports and grant applications.

Initiated legislature change prompting the Mayor of San Diego to create a

free bus line for the youth of inner cities to easily access the outdoor spaces

of the city.

TURING SCHOOL OF SOFTWARE & DESIGN
Software Developer     |     02/2020 - 09/2020

Seven month intensive coding school focused on frontend development.

Built complex projects in JavaScript, React, Express/node.js, and more.

Solidified Object Oriented Programming with a Test Driven Development

approach.

Practiced an agile workflow for software development.

CERTIFICATIONS
Registered Yoga Teacher - 200 hour
Bodhi Yoga Academy

Climbing Wall Instructor - level 1
American Mountain Guide Association

Spirited Quarantini (Group Project)     |            GitHub Repo     |      Live Site

A React/Hooks/TypeScript application that shows users how to make cocktails

from the comfort of their home.

Food Diary (Solo Project)                         |            GitHub Repo
A React/Router/Node application, allows users to track their food along with

symptoms to create the optimal diet (for athletic performance or digestive

concerns).

STEINBRECHER DEVELOPMENT
Software Engineer (contract)     |     09/2020 - present

Apart of a 5 person developer team, working under guidance of senior

developer.

Using Ember, Vue, and React to create, update and manage features for

multiple contracted partner products.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/becca-steinbrecher/
https://github.com/b-stein
https://github.com/b-stein/travel-tracker
https://b-stein.github.io/travel-tracker/
https://github.com/b-stein/fresh-tomatoes
https://fresh-tomatoes-ui.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/b-stein/Spirited-Quarantini/blob/master/README.md
https://spirited-quarantini-app.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/b-stein/food-diary
https://github.com/b-stein/food-diary

